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military theory of war warfare theory principles of war - future warfare rethinking the principles of war project by the
office of force transformation oft have the principles of war changed some think it is an interesting question and to that end
we have put together a team to examine this subject, putin s postmodern war with the west by patryk babiracki - it may
not look like war but perhaps it should russia s interference in american democracy proves that popular conception of the
term needs to be updated and failure to do so could increase u s susceptibility, war in literature and drama military
history oxford - introduction the literature of war has existed since the first literary texts were written scholars have been
quick to acknowledge that war is a dominant force in the works of the three earliest cultures the greeks the romans and the
hebrews, celebrities who were in the military business insider - some stars such as chuck norris or elvis presley have
well documented their time in the armed forces while others like drew carey may come as more of a surprise check out 19
icons who, the mind of the left mark humphrys - anti americanism the new anti semitism by rob foot after losing the cold
war a negative anti americanism has become the core value of the left instead of something i could subscribe to such as a
positive liberal internationalism the twentieth century was the site of the battleground of socialism and capitalism towards the
end of the century capitalism won, president obama s interview with jeffrey goldberg on syria - the current u s
ambassador to the united nations samantha power who is the most dispositionally interventionist among obama s senior
advisers had argued early for arming syria s rebels, open content on jstor - open access books 4063 we have partnered
with leading presses on a project to add open access ebooks to jstor thousands of titles are now available from publishers
such as university of california press cornell university press nyu press and university of michigan press and we will continue
to add new titles, feminists celebrate women s hard won right to invade and - originally published at skewed news if
women ruled the world we ve been told for years it would be a more peaceful planet now that there s a real possibility of a
first woman president it is no longer impossible to imagine ladies in charge thanks to a new pentagon rule change however,
jstor viewing subject law - jstor is a digital library of academic journals books and primary sources, literature and
terrorism by julia evergreen keefer nyu edu - literature and terrorism in an age of terror how does literature help us
transcend our reality lend perspective to our confusion by pulling us into the past and other cultures and give expression to
our anguish and fear through catharsis
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